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I.
1

Processing written material is usual] not a problem/for me. On,the

Nelson-Denny Reading Test Form B, taken a year a , I had a total ram

, score of 155 for vocabulary and comprehension, a 99 percentile rank and

,a reading rate of 600+ words per minute. Apparently, 1 had the skill to

seleCt the fewest, most productive cues necessa'ry to produce guesses
A

which were riglit the Pirst time 4nd was doing the anticipating, dipping,

and selecting that Kenneth Goodman says the efficient reader does, using

graphic, syntactic, and semantic information simultaneously., According

to Goodman, redundancy and sequential constraints in language, which

skilled readers'Teact to, make the predictions of what's coming and the

sampling to cue mOre semantic and syntactrc information possibl'e. I did

this effIcient processing on the test on a variety of expository, moderate-

tension passages written by contemporary writers with different styles;

these styles,helped and in no way hindered my processing. Seve eenth

centu6 John Milton's style,.however, hindered and in few ways helped my

processing when I read his essay, "Areopagitica." This essay was a,

1F-

different experience for me. In a timed reading on part of the essay,

my rate averaged.about 250 words per minute, ranging from a high of 350

words per minute on some passages to a slow, low of 10 words per minute

on certain passages, a word by word reading.-

The slow processing resulted, no doubt, p-artly because I was reading

reflectively, savoring Milton's eloquence, opulen6e, and stateliness:

his bold figures,.parallelisms, and rich rhythms; and partly because the

essay was argumentative.. Since I teach argumentative writing, i was



noticing his argumentative techniques. The makp reason I,read-Milton so

slowly, though, was because of the way.he used his pronouns. Milton's

style of pronominal reference resulted in my lack of comprehensi.on at

times and slow processing.

The first sentence of the essay illustrates some personal pronoun

reference problems I had with his discourse.

They, who to states and governors of the Commonwealth direct

their speech, High Court of Parliament: or, wanting such access

in a'privateocondition, write that which they forsee maY'advance

the public good; I suppose them, as at the beginning of,no mean

endeavour, not a little altered and moved i.nwardly in their

minds: ...

Based on my past experience, I brought a number of schemata about

pronouns to this sentence: personal pronouns functpion as replacements

for co-referential noun phrases in neighboring (usually preceding) clauses;

personal pronouns have two case forms. The subjecrive forms are used as

subjects of finite verbs and often as subject complements; the objective ,

forms are uslas objects and,as prepositional complements. When a,

personal pronoun is used near the beginning of a sentence, it must be in

a subordinate clause and not a main clause, or the sentence is ungram-

matical; the use of pronoun to refer to a person or persons presugposes

the listener knows who is being referred to; personal pronouns refer_tso

specifjc individuals. Pronominalization requires a reader to search the

discourse for the referent of the, pronoun and the search begins at the

:convents of the discourse pointer or what has been foregrounded. My

expectations for,the sentence and my,processing strategieS are based on.-

these schemata.
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This text-initial sentence presented processing problems.because it

begins with the word they. I:began reading the.essay with uncertainty

starting With the first word, for fhere was no previous sentence to refer
0

to for.the antecedent; and I expec; preceding sentences with antecedents .

in order to *identify which individuals already in the scene are ihe ones

,referred to by the pronoun. I know from they that the individuals referred

to-are plural, and I knqw they'are animate and are the doers of the verbs

direct and write since these two verbs er-A the predicates in fhe relative

"whq" clause that immediately follows they. The who would refer to they.

But I dàn't know who they are. I saw the words High Court of Parliament

after the relative clause and thought might be in apposition for they

at first but then decided this could.not be so; Parhiamenv wouldn't be

directing speeches to states'and governors of the Commonwealth because

that's who ParNament is. ?Canning ahead, I saw no other alternatives for

they, but I
did see an object pronoun them that could refer to they or

Parliament. The. persons them refers to are filjed with doubt, fear,

confidence or hope about their significant endeavour concerning the public

good. Going beyond the text, I
finally determined, because of the context

of the,sentehce, that them and they are co-referential and that they must '

mean people in general, those people who direct their speeches to the High

' Court of Parliament and write those things that.might advance the public

good, addressing the wrijings to Parliam6t. I inferred that they meant

7-or

people,,which then would become the discourse pointer for the rest of the

word'group ending with the period,. Before this happened, thougn, muCh

mental work went on in my mind trying to determine referents, co-referents,

a dicourse pointer, the noun phrase for the appositive, and the
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relationships between words and phrases-.and clauses. AlLgaithis inferring

and determining'cook time, slowed down my processing and did cause some

miscomprehension.

Milton begins paragraph 25 with they, also.

They re not skillful consideners of human things, who

imagine to remove sin by remov:ing the matter of sin;...

The preceding paragraph has no logical antecedentsstor they; it has

as noun phrases such words as virtue, praise, Divine Providences,'God,

Adam, ourselves, we, He ana pineasures. They requires an antecedent that

is human and plural because of the verb considerers. Again, r bad to

infer that they meant people, the people who think that theyIan remove

sih by removing the things that peopie sin with (these people) are not

skillful considerers of human things. The inference wasn't too difficult

to do,e.but the preliminary searching in the preceding' paragraph and the

subsequent inferriog took time as they did in these examples of Milton's

use of he to refer to an indefinite person. Examples like these alpound

in. the essay.

1. For he who freely mag-nifies what ha h been nobly done...

2. it cannot be denied that he who is made judge...

The way Mi)ton' uses demonstrative pronouns\ bothered me, too. Like

personal pronouns, a demonstrative pronoun signals that the individ,yial or

thing it refers to has already been introduced Into the scene. T

demonstrative,pronouns are signalers that mark the identity between what.

is being said and what has been said before. They haNie a 'deictic'

reference which rheans they can point backwards (anaphoric) or forward

(cataphoric)'in discourse; These pronouns cap be used to signal that a

6
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noun phrase is referentially equivalent to a previous nodn phrase since

demonstratives (this, that, these, those) can be used as pro-forms for

noun phrases. Often Milton will use one of these demonstrative pronouns

.in an opening sentence of a paragraph, and in order to find out what was

being referced to by those or this, I had to reread the preceding paragraph

, to find the noun phrase equivalent. They were u'Su ly so far awaY from

the pronoun that I
had difficulty.in remembering the 'rl'Oun phrase referred

to, or else l-had difficulty in determining the idea or concept being

referred to. Sometimes, because of the numbers Of different kiAds of

,J

pronouns used in one sentence, it was difficult to tell a that demonstra-

tive froM a that appositive noun phrase or a ehat relative pronoun. That,
, -

at times', looked like it was in a parallel structure when it wasn't.

Sometimes Milton would end a l,ong paragraph with'a sentence using a
1

demonstrative pronoun, and to find the referent woL]id take the scanning

of two previous paragraphs. These demonstrative pronoun problems are

evident in the following paragraphs:
-

ParagraPh 6 ,

But if from the'industry of a life wholly dedicated

to studious labours, and those natural endowmerlIT haply not

the worse for two and frfty degrees of northerelatitude,
so much must be derogated, as to count me not equal to any'

of those who had this privilege, I would obtain to be ,

m
I

thought not so inferior, as yourselves are superior to
the most of them who received their counsel: and how far

you excel them, be assured', Lords and COmmon, there.cn
no greater testimony appear, than'when your,prudent spirit

er
acknowledges and obeys the voice of reasOn from what
quarter soever it be hear speaking; and reriders ye as

willing to mtpeal any Act of your own setting forth, as
any set forth by your predecessors.

paragraph 2

lihich though I stay not to confess ere any ask, I shail

be.blameless, if it be nO other than the joy and gratulation

7



which it brings to all'who wish and promote their
country's liberty; whereof this,whole discourse
proposed will be a certain testimony, if not a

troPhy. For this is not the liberty which we can

2 _pope-, that no grievance ever should arise in th ,

Commonwealth-that let no man in this world expec ;

but when complaints are freely heard, deeply con
sidered and speedily cefornled, then is the utmost
bound of civil liberty attained that wise men look
for.7_

.

Paragraph_12

I
cannot praise a fugitive and cloistered virtue,

unexercised and unbreathed, that never sallies out
and sees har adversary, but not without dust and

heat. Assuredly we bring.not innocence into the
worrd, 0 bring impurity much rather; that which
purifies us is trial, and trial is by what is

contrary. That virtue therefore which is but a
,yoUngling Os the contemplation of evil, and knows
not the utmost that vice promises to her followers, and

rejects it;Os but a blank virtue, not a pure; her

whiteness is but an excremental whiteness. Which

3 was the reason why our sage and serious poet Spenser,

whom 1 dare be known to think a better teacher than
Scotus or Aquinas, describing true temperance
under the person of Guion, brings him in with his

palmer through the cave of Mammon, and the bower
of earthly bliss, that he might see and know, and
yet obstain. Since therefore the knowledge and survey

of vice is in this world so necessary to the

constituting f human virtue, and the scanning of
error to the dnfirmàt ion of truth,.how can we more

safely, and wi h less danger, scout into the regions

of s)n and fal ity than by reaaing,all manneT of

.tractatei an earing all manner of reason? And this

is the .0enef which may be had of books promiscuously

. read.

. ,(Paragraph 27) Paragraph 28

Yet though ye should coq,ciescea to this, which
God forbid, the Order still would be but fruitless
and, deflective to that end whereto ye meant it.

5 ... (PiYagraph 43)

This is not-, ye Covenants and protestations that

we have made!! This is not to put down Prelaty; this

is but to chop an Episcopacy; this is but to transtate



the Palace Metroporitan from one kind or dominion into
another; this zi_s but an old canonical sleight of

commuting our penance.

.... Paragraph 46
Paragraph 47

.... These are the fruits which a dull ease-land

cessation of our knowledge will bring forth among
the people.

7

What bothered me in processing these parag aphs was my inabSjity to

identify the antecedents precisely and.quickly to determine what the

sentence was about in the7N-agraphs thlvt used the demonstrative pronoun

in the first senteRce as the subject or in a summary sentence at the end

'as a subject. Because of the way these demonstratives were used, I

was forced to read some senthnces and paragraphs twice. I did piece out

the meaning, but it took time; my eyes made many regressions on the

search for antecedents.

In the final example from paragraph 6, I had a question i my mind

as to who those referred to. There was no possible plural animate noun

phrase equivalent in the preceding parts,of the sentence, so I needed
1

to refer to the preceding paragraph. In that paragraph there were several
d

plurah animate noun phrases: Lords and Commons, Goths, Jutlanders,

Parliament of Athens, men who_professed the study of wisdom and eloquence,

Rodians. After inferringthat this privilege referred to the privilege

of having a life whally dedicated to studious labours and using the

context of the preceding paragraph where Milton gives examples of specific

Greeks who did live such lives dedicated to studious labours, I then

realized that those must mean the Greeks, the private orators who felt

confident enough to .admOhlsh and counsel tt)e Rodians against a former

edict. Milton feels he is as capable as these men. The them who received

9
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p.

8

their counsel has the sense of those who received their counsel and pre-

sented the same problem as those earlier.- The them must be referring to

the Rodians and the their to the private Greek orators, the learned eloquent

citizens who counseled the Members of Athen's Pariiament.

Milton was comparing his Parliament to the Greek Parliament, both of

which had citlzen advice, and sayjng that his Parliament superior,

evidenced by their past behavior in being reasonable enough to repeal

their own or their predecessor's laws when needed. The passage would

have been clearer if he had turned the demonstrative pronoun into a

demonstrative article by adding the words those private Greek orators,

and those Rodians who received the private orators' Counsel. The noun

phrase this privilege would have been clearer if he had said this privilege

of living a llfededicated to study.- The repetition and redundancy fOrnish

the means for identifying what's being,talked about or foregrounded and

for processing the sentence mOre efficiently. As a reader I expected the

clear specification of ancedents and enough redundancy, to play my hunches

and predict.

The example from paragraph 2 presented more demonstrative oblems.

The pronoun this made me look ahead to see what it referred Mrthis was

puzzling because it points to some idea not yet hinted at ,Pronouns are

clear when their'-antecedents are subjects or objects qfa preceding finite

verb. The antecedent follows this in an appositive nou phrase which is

itself loose. It is a relative pronoun "that' cIawhich uses that

to refer to an idea rather than a specific substantive. That actually

refers to the liberty which we can hope, an idea. Referring,to an idea

Makes that a vague pronoun. To complicate matters, another that appears

1



after th last word in the appositive noun phrase. This that, however,

is not airelative prhitr& but a demonstrative pronoun, and its position
_

and use caused me miscomprehension on my first reading. I anticipated

another relative clause, parallel structure. I needed to reanalyze the ,

k

sentence and sort out what Milton was doing syntactically and what he was

saying.

The last sentence of paragraph 12 baffled pme for quite awhile. This,

the subject, refers to what? What js the benefit of reading books

promiscuously? This should refer to what the whole paragraph is about,

the dominant idea. The dominant idea is that true virtue cannot come

about without knowledge of vice, and truth cannot come about without

kpowing error and falsities. Knowing this, though, doesn't tell me What

the benefit is of promiscuous reading. I needed to infer that promis-

cuous reading results in vi)-tue and truth. Yd-t these are two benefits

and Milton (then would hive),mentioned only one benefit. So I triad using

safely scouting into the regions of sin and falsity to attain virtue and

truth, but this couldn4t be a benefit. Then I
thought perhaps he meant the

ab.ility to scout safely into regions of sin and falsity as the benefit.

I
was still not sure. If Milton had added some words after this to

identify what he ref rred to, I would have had no processing problem. After

rereading preceding ragraph 11, I
finally realized the benefit must be

the knowing good and eJ 1 Again, this refer5 not to an equivalent noun

phrase but to.the idea of knowing goad and evil that the reader, must infer.

The reader must go back over 400 words to find out what has been fore-

grounded and to determine the antecedent for this. jhe need to remember

that far back and the need to infer put a burden on me and bogged me clown.
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1 needed to 6se the same strAtegies in paragraph 47 with these are the

fruits which a dull ease and cessatiT of our knowledge will bring/forth

among thq people: 1 final-ly determined that the fruit's were uncritical

religiouS thinking and uncritical thinking io general, 1 needed to

ana.lyze and par e two long paragraphs, however, to reach this conclusion.

This... this... this... this...;this,.., the.f-Irst sentence in paratOaph 43

is another example. The priceding paragraph has the referent, inquisition-
.

ing (licensing). The iast example, paragraph 28, begin's with a sentence

using this, "Yet though ye should condescend to this..." Here I only had

to refer back to the last sentence of the preceding paragraph to find the

referent, the general idea of refoeMing the Order according to the model

of Trent and Seville (the Spanish inquisition). Hilt401's.demonstrative

pronouns confused me because of their remoteness from their_antecedents, .

their vaguely referring to the Onetbl itlea of a preceding sentence, and,

)

their refe?rin4 to a nqun that wasn't expressed but only implied in pre-
/

ceqing remote sentences.

His use of relative pronouns had the same confusing effect On me:

'

Trying to'unravel the relationships betweenahis relative pronounk:nd

what they modified
A and referred to required a time-consuming, problem-

solving approach on-my part. I. tried to select the correct referent for
1

the r lati e pronoun usin information in previous sentences or else. my

owri k w dge of what was going on in order to match the'most plausiWle

candidate referent to the relative pronoun. The problem-solving scrategy

i

worked, bUt it took tlme. The following passages and c,ent es Illustrate

4)lton's style in,using rel.ative pronouns. (His style makers,consist

1
4

of) the frequency of the which clause, ''the gdantity of whii068 Ahat

4.
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clauses in a single senten.ce or.paragraph the shifting to the left of

the which from the subordipate clause, the beginning of clauses and

-
sentences with which; the use of'a preposition before which, and the use

of the relative antecedent before which.

Paragraph 1

They, who to states and governors of the Common-
wealth direct their speech,,High Court of Parliament,
or, wanting slich access in a private condition;

write that which they foresee may advance the public

good; I
suppose them, as at the beginning of no mean

endeavoUr, not a little altered and moved inwardly

in their minds: some with doubt of what will be the

success, others with fear of what will be the censure;

some with hope, others with confidence of what they

have to speak. And me perhaps each of these.dispo-,

sitions, as the subject was whereon I entered, may

have at other times variously affected; and likely

might in these foremost expressions now also disclose

which of them swayed most, but that the very attempt
of this addressthus made, and the thought, of whom
it hath recourse to, hath got the power within me to
a passion, far more welcome than incidental to a

preface.
Whichr)though,l stay not to confess ere any ask,

I
shall be blameless, if it be no other than the

joy and gratulation which it brings to all who wish
and prbmote their' count,ry's liberty; whereof this
whole di*course proposed will be a certain testimony,

if not altrophy.2 For this is not the liberty whLch

we 'can hope, ihat'no grievande ever should arise in
the COMmonwealth--that let no- man in this world

expect; but when complalrAs are freely heard, deeply
cohsidered and speedily reformed, then is the utmost
bound of civilsjiberty attained that wise men look

for. To ,which if i now manifest by the very sound
of tnis,which l'Shall utter, that we are'already ln
good part arrived, and yet from such a steep dis-

advantage of,ty'rannyand supervitiOn grounded into

our principles as was beyond die manhood Of a Roman

recovery,3 it will be attributed first, A is-most
due, to the strong assistance of God our deliverer,

next to your faithful guidance and undaunted wisdom,

Lords and Commons of England. Neither is it in God's

esteem the diminution of His glory,.when honourable

13



or
things are spoken of good men and worthy magistrates;

which if I now fir'st should begin to do, after so

fair a progress of your laudable deeds: and such a

long obligement upon the whole realm of your inde-

fatigablvirtues, I might be justly reckoned

among the tardiest, and the unwillingest of them

that prai,se ye. ,

Paragraph 12.

Which'waS he reason why our sage and serious

2 poet Spencer, whom I dare be known to think:a

better teacher...

Paragraph 29

3 which is also no mean,injury.

Paragraph 35

nay, which is More larnentable, if the work of

Paragraph 18

which is what I promi d to deliver next,...

P ragraph 19

whiCh they not following, leave us,a pattern...

ParAraph )4

By which compendious way all 'the contagion that.

Paragraph 19

To which I
return, that as it was a thing slight...

Paragraph 20 °

9 By which laws e seems to tolerate no

Paragraph 17

10, .
that which being restrained will be no hindrance:..

Paragraph 17

11 that from nim which As unf.it for ht reading;...
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1 3

Paragraph-20

feel his farIcy by making many.edicts to his airy bur-
gomasters, which they who otherwise...

Paragraph 20

.:.otheci provisos there set down in his fancied

republic, which in this world could have...

Peragraph 23

14 Nor is.. it Plato's licensing of books will do this, which
necessarily pulls along.., as'will make us all....

Paragraph 36

15 Judicious more than.ordinary, which will be a...

In Milton's esSay the first and second paragraphs have a total

four sentences and fourteen relative clauses. Three.of the fourteen

13

pronouns are personal and two are general purpose that pronouns and ten

are which pronounsPwith one being a that which construction, one being a,

to which construction, and one Geipg a whereof construction with the sense

of a which prondun. Paragraphs are easy VD process when there are few

propositions and when the theme is repeated many times. When paragraphs

have as many different propositions as these do, theY becoMe complex and

hard to process because of the number of referents that need to be

determined', the number of relationships thetneed to be-Uoders:tood, end

the number of propositions that need to be remeMbered.- Slow processing

resulq from the rereading, the scanning baCkwards and forward to find

referents, the surprise at finding a paragraph begin with a which, a

sentence begin with a to which and an apparent new main clause after a

semicolon that begins with a which.

The sentences and clauses beginning with the relative pronoun were

unexpected am Used to sentences beginning with a s.qbject and then

15



having a verb.follow. I lcloo\ for topic sentendes in paragraphs and SV

,

/2
.

-or SVO pattern in sentencek: The indentation:for,a peW paragraph ira

, 0

graphic clue that I rely on.- I expect a topic; sentence cohtaining a

generalization or the discoOrse pointer, When, instead, I see ajironoun

with,:no apparent referent,' I'm surprised and puzzled. Then probleM-

solving begins in order for me to find the referent an0 also the sUbject

and verb of the new paragraph's first sentence and the dominant idea of-

.

the paragraph. When I saw the sehtence beginning, which though I stay

not to confess ere any ask, 1 shall be blameless, I needed -to use many

mental operations to make sense of it. I determined that it was really

a fragment and could have been attached to the sentence of the preceding

paragraph. Which had to refer to passion in the preceding sentence.

Before I
determined that Lt.did, however, I

A
tried to select several

inanimate nouns as candidates for an antecedent, and h tried several .

word groups as possibilities for the subor=dinate clause that which belonged

to. I
ended up attaching it to if it be no other than the joy...Which

Ibeen shifted left of the subordinate clause it belonged in, wilh two

other clauses between. I
had to check both of these clauses out as

possible clauses that whieh had shifted out of. To which, I had to infer
War

meant a situation)discussed in the4preceding sentence. To which

(situation) (the one when the utmost limit of civil libertY abounds when

complaints are heard, considered and reformed) can be interpreted as

meaning: The situation in' which the epitome of civil liberty exists can

be attributed to God and to your guidance and wisdom, Parliament. The

';which if I now first should begin to do, required my going back to the

4
preceding clause to find out what he was going to I found nothing

16
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7

A

15

appropriate, so decided to take the passive clause when 'honorable thing,

are'spoken of good men and worthy Magistrates;-and make it active. Then

1
inferred that which must refer to the idea' of speaking honorable things

('

of good men and worthy magistrates. The that which clause I realized used

that to mean those writings which they foresee may advance the.public

good. Milton used that to refer to writings. This reference I had to

infer from his use of the verb write. Which of them meant which ones of

these foremost dispositions or preliminary remerks affected me the most.

The thought of whom it hath recourse to I
determined ,o mean the thought

of those "people" (the High Court of Parliament) it (this address.or speech)

is directed toward has excited me to a high degree. And, ih a preface

thLs strong feeling is an asset. The word group, of this which I shall

utter I
realized meant "of this pronouncement, or truism, or statement,

that we are already in good part arrived at the condition of utmosticivil

liberty when complaints are freely heard, deeply considered, and speedily

reformed, which I shall utter." The rearranging of sentence parts, scanning

forward and backwards, recOnstructing, inferring, relating, and analyzing

took a great deal of time. Milton's cohesion, his discourse aria sentence

relating style, depends on presupposition within his text and outside

s- text.

The rest of the examples given illustrate more of the problems

411?

exemplified in the first two paragraphs. Example 2-7 all show which

.
clauses that begin paragraphs, sentences, or clauses after a semicolon

in a compound sentence. Which from paragraph 12 has as its referent the

general idea that in order to understand virtue and truth people mvst

know about sin and errOr. "Knowing this idea to be true was the reason

17.
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Spenser had Guion brought in with a palmer through the'cave of Mammon

and bower of earthly Wiss so he could know sin and yet abstain, tlierefore,

symbolizing true temperance." Which in paragraph 29 refers to.the

necessity of not having any trivial mitstakes in the censure of What is

passable or not. In paragraph-3'54; which refers to a licenser,,even a

judicious one, needing to censor all books except books already received

and accepted,by the common people.' In paragraph-18 which is pointing

forward to the idea that the licensing law will not achieve what it was

meant to achieve. The proposed-law has already affected_Milton in his

writihg even though the law is still being distussed- He means to say

My next point is th4s: the licensing law will not achieve...Which in

paragraph 19 points back to the preceding words such a course, whipch in

turn point back to some idea needing to be inferred.. Since tr dominant

idea of the paragraph was that no nation that valued books'ever practiced

licensing, I
inferred that such a course must refer to the course of

action of allbwing books to be printed without licensing. The to which

I return in this parag4aphrans, "I comment on this previous statement

that the wisdom of not licensing booksgOlight be just recently acquired

wisdom by remarking that we've always had men among us who suggested not

litensing books .but who didn't act on their beliefs because of fear.of

public disapproval." By which in paragraph 20 refers to Plato's licensing

laws in his utopian commonwealth mentioned in the first sentence of the

paragraph. To get the full sense of the By which laws clause I had to

go both backward arid forward to determine the antecedent and meaning.

Milton feels Plato meant the licensing laws only for a particular utopia

and not for:other men since Plato himself would have broken the licensing

law. 18
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In paragraph 17 he that which beiu restrained will be'no hindrance

05 his folly claue has that refer:ring to the "objdct" which is' restrained.

This object CS, of course,.the books that would be no hihdrance to his

In the next seritence the words,c'that from him which is really an

interrupted that Ohich from him is unfit for his readihg clause. That

means "that book which is unfit for'his
/
reading." Miltolstates here that,

by trYing to keep unfit books away from the wise man, the Parliament

wouldh't givd,him credit for being able,to think well and make good -judg-

ments and so would also prevent him from'extracting the good material

that always exists,even in a poor book. the same paragraph, the line

,But that he knew this licensing of poe7 had reference and ddpendende to

many other provisos'there set dOwn in: his fancied republic, which in this

world could have no place has which referring to an idea, the idea of

setting dowh provisos in his fancied republic. Milton means that the

licensing of poems had reference and dependence to other laws made for
a

the utopian republic and therefore has no applicability to this world.

In paragraph 23 the antecedent of this in Nor is it Plaio's licensing of

books will do this is the idea of mending a condition and which in

which necessarily pulls along with it so Many other kindsof licensing!'

refers to licensing of books and as in as will make us all both ridiculous

and weary andlet frustrated; is'also used as a which...It has the'sense

of which and refers to other kinds of licensing. All of these examples

show the way Milton uses the relative pronoun which or substitutes for it.
-

Milton caused me the same kind.of prOcessing proi---iwisttl_his use of

relative pronouns as he did with his use of demonstrative pronouns with

the addition of a few extra problems. There wasthe same remoteness of

antecedent:from the pronoun, usually requiring anaphoric scanning, but

19
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sometimes cataphoric, the same vagueness resulting from reference to a ,

general idea of a prece ng sentenCt!', and the same reference to nouns

that wer:not exparessed ut merely implied. Additional Problems of

olplacement and shifting interfered with my processing, also. The unexpected

placementof the relativ,pronoun wliich at the beginning of a paragraph,

sentence or clause required different strategies in order for me to,
/

laroiess as he \shifting of the which to the left ,(51bit of the sub-

-

ordindte clause. I hadn't realized before ho4.much I depended on precise
1

antecedents; recent, preceding antecedents; repetition of some or all .

of the anteA.dent; paragraphs with a main clause fir54; sentences with

a subject first; and relative clauses with the verb following the

relative pronoun as clues for efficient reading. Because I felt that

pronouns art by nature/anchored to something already clearly identified

and not to something vague pr yet to be identified and 'that their function

is to avoid unnecessary repetition but not to create suspense or pose

puzzling problems, I
felt frusti=ation and irritation while 4 was readIng,

this essay. At times I felt reeentment at the amount of extra mental

effort that was required on my part in order to solve Milton's .discourse

reference problems.

John Milton is.definitely a heavy noun phrase. AndlliS heaVineSs is

not only a result of his pronoun style; it is also a result of his foimal

style, long periodic sentences, unusual word order, ungrammatical sentences

and frequent coordinatiOn of phrases and clauses. My processing problems

with this "heavy noun phrase" were also partly a result of my background

and experiences. I did not bring to this readinp experience adequate

knowledge or schemata of seventeenth century vdcabulary, grammar, oratory,
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history, and John Milton. I did come to the essay with the expectation

that I would understand it and I did, too:\ but it took me longer than' I

expected. In order f decode I became aware that I needed to use

different strateg-ies than I was used to using and that I needed to shift
4 .1

from one strategy to aripther according to"the situation Miltan.presented.
,

An awareness developed in me of t he amount of scanninlk, splecting, r

1

searching, .tentative choosing and testing based on syntactic and semantic

input, and the regressing that I did as I decoded "Areopagitica." I came

to a realization of th'e imprortance of pronominal reference in discourse,

A

and the effect it had on my comprehension and speed of processing.

Reading thl's essay closely brought to me an appreciation of'syntax,

semantics, the r-ading process and John Milton. Even though John Milton

is a heavy noun phrase, I like hhm, and I know that I can handle him

slowly but surely in spite if hispronoun style:

Finis
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